
Sandridge Food Corporation Urgent Recall

Summary

Sandridge Food Corporation has issued a recall for Gordon Choice® Deli Style Tuna and
Chicken Salads due to undeclared allergens. The product in question contains tuna salad,
but it has two labels. The tub labeling shows “Chicken Salad” while the lid labeling shows
“Tuna Salad”. The chicken salad labeling does not declare the wheat and fish allergens that
are in the tuna salad.
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Recall Date 8/11/2021
dfa

Company Sandridge Food Corporation
dfa

Product Gordon Choice® Deli Style Tuna and Chicken Salads
dfa

Reason Undeclared Fish and Undeclared Wheat
dfa

Illness People who have an allergy or severe sensitivity to wheat or fish run the risk of serious or
life-threatening allergic reaction if they consume these products.
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Instructions

Please isolate any affected product (see below table) and destroy it in a secure manner to
prevent unauthorized consumption. If you have product stored out of the case and are
unsure of the code date please destroy this product also. For credit, contact your sales
representative if you receive truck deliveries or contact your local Gordon Food Service
Store if you purchase in the store. Please note that proper procedures must be followed and
these cases may not be returned to your distributor. If you have further distributed any of
these products, then you are responsible to notify all consignees of this recall.
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The recall includes only the below items and lot codes that were distributed by Gordon Food Service.
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GFS Item # Vendor Item # Description Use By Date

139007

139030

4262300

4262381

SALAD TUNA DELI 2-4# GCHC

SALAD CHIX DELI 2-4# GCHC

10/16/21

10/16/21
dfa
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Additional information about this recall:
● If you purchased this product from GFS as an entire case, you are looking for:

Cases of GFS item 139007, SALAD TUNA DELI 2-4# GCHC
● If you purchased this product from a GFS Store as an individual tub, you are looking for:

Tubs of GFS item 139030, SALAD CHICKEN DELI 2-4# GCHC



Customers who have additional questions can contact:

Sandridge Food at 800-627-2523


